PHYS 110

• RSO announcements
• Campus Safety: Lt. Robbins
• Disability Resources & Educational Services (DRES): Amanda Carey
• Office of the Dean of Students
• S. Goswami, breakout Zooms: succeeding in classes at Illinois
SWIP will be holding a "Niche Powerpoint Night" that's on the usual Zoom meeting from 7-8pm on Tuesday.

SPS is holding a game night on the Physics Department Discord from 8-9pm.

Midterms and time zones forced our coding workshop back a week to October 6th 7-9pm.

Benjamin Mead: bfmead2@illinois.edu
University of Illinois Public Safety

https://police.illinois.edu/

Lieutenant Barb Robbins
Disability Resources and Educational Services: DRES

https://www.disability.illinois.edu/

Amanda Carey: Access Specialist
Office of the Dean of Students (ODOS)

https://odos.illinois.edu/
Shubhang Goswami:

• Undergraduate degree from Illinois
• Now a PhD student at Illinois

Office Hours
Breakout Zooms

• What are you uncertain about regarding classes and support?
• What is a good trick that you have learned to help you succeed in classes?